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a b s t r a c t
The body iron homeostasis is one of the most important processes in the human body.
This complex process is not fully understood and until recently only some parts of it have
been described in the literature. In our recent papers the main part of the process has
been described and a model based on Petri net theory has been proposed. However, in
this model any time dependencies occurring in the biochemical process have not been
taken into account. In the present paper the model is enriched in the way that durations of
biochemical reactions composing this process have been included into themodel. A variant
of Petri net where with each place a time interval is associated has been used in order to
describe these dependencies. The time interval associated with a place corresponds to a
time lag of biochemical conditions whichmust be fulfilled in order to enable a biochemical
reaction to start.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper an extension of the recently proposedmodel of the human body iron homeostasis is proposed. This complex
process plays a crucial role in the human body but it is not fully understood. Until recently, only some components of it have
been described in the literature. These descriptions have been given in a rather informal way, i.e. they were not expressed in
a language of anymathematical theory. From this follows that theywere not very precise. In a series of our recent papers [3,5,
4] themain part of this important process has been described and its model has been formulated in the language of Petri net
theory. The model has been analyzed in detail in [5]. However, since for this modeling, a Petri net without time information
has been used, the model does not contain any information about time dependencies which are present in the real process
and may be crucial for understanding its nature. Although they are not known precisely, they can be estimated by time
intervals. In the present paper the core of the model is extended by adding to it time durations of biochemical reactions
composing the process. These time durations are modeled by time intervals associated with every place in the net. They
should be interpreted as time spans in which the time points of the fulfillment of some biochemical conditions, necessary
to enable some biochemical reactions to start, lie. This extension makes the model more realistic since it takes into account
more features of the analyzed biochemical process than the previous model, where the time dependencies occurring in the
studied phenomenon were not considered.
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Iron is one of the key components ofmany important biological processes in the humanbody. It is crucial formany cellular
functions and for the proper growth and development of tissues. On the other hand, natural iron is insoluble and can catalyze
the formation of potentially damaging toxic oxygen radicals. Hence, an excess of iron may lead to serious diseases. Since
humans have a very limited capacity of excreting iron, cells have developed mechanisms of improving iron solubility to
control the iron concentrations. However, the signaling pathways and the molecular components involved in this control
process are not very well understood. First attempts to build a precise model of it have been made in [3,5,4]. In the present
paper an extension of the central part of the model is presented in the language of a variant of timed Petri net.
The Petri nets have been proposed in 1962 by Carl A. Petri in the context of technical systems [27]. Different kinds of
such systemswere themain area of Petri net applications until the last decade of the 20th century. With the rapid growth of
computational biology Petri nets have been also used to model biological systems (cf. [20,30]). Nowadays, they are used for
modeling and analyzing various biological processes, e.g. metabolic pathways (cf. [35]), gene regulatory networks (cf. [12])
and signal transduction pathways (cf. [24]). For an overview of biological applications of Petri nets see [17,29].
The analysis approach presented in this paper is mainly based on the net invariants. The definition of these invariants
was introduced in [22]. The first biological application of minimal t-invariants to analyze metabolic networks in the steady
state was introduced in [33] in the form of elementary modes. In [18] the invariant analysis is proposed and discussed as a
validation of a qualitative Petri net model.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the humanbody ironhomeostasis process is described. In Section 3
definitions of the Petri net and its extension used to model the considered biochemical process are presented and analyzed.
In Section 4 the Petri net based model of the homeostasis process is analyzed. The paper ends with conclusions in Section 5.
2. Human body iron homeostasis
Iron is an ubiquitous element in the environment and in biology, essential for nearly all living organisms, including human
[10]. The mechanisms and factors that influence and regulate human body iron homeostasis are very complicated and still
not fully understood phenomena.
After absorption in the small intestine, iron (Fe3+) binds to serum transferrin (Tf). This protein is responsible for its
transport from the sites of absorption and storage to the various cells having transferrin receptor-1 (TfR1) on their surface
[7]. As a result of this process (i.e. binding Tf(Fe3+) to TfR1) comes into being a complexwhich is internalized by the receptor
mediated endocytosis (RME) into cellular endosomes. Tf binds to the TfR in 2:2 (Tf: TfR subunit) stoichiometry [13]. After
the internalization of this complex, iron Fe3+ is released from Tf under the endosomal acidic conditions and occurs in the
reduced form as Fe2+. Then, in this form iron is transported into the cytosol or mitochondria of the all-proliferative cells
(among others the one-nuclear cells, the preerythrocytes and the erythrocytes) and reaches their labile iron pool (LIP) [21].
The LIP is regulated in the most of the cells by iron responsive proteins (IRPs) that sense its level, and in turn control
the translation of the TfR and the ferritin in a compensatory manner. A rise in Fe uptake increases the LIP and results
in the IRPs inactivation. The latter concomitantly evokes the ferritin synthesis and blocks the TfR synthesis by inducing
the TfR mRNA degradation. The LIP is the compartment from which iron is either metabolically drawn into Fe-dependent
enzymes, transported into mitochondria for the heme synthesis or incorporated into the ferritin for a secure storage and/or
detoxification. How LIP acts depends on the body iron status. If there is a low concentration of the serum iron in the human
body, the iron (Fe2+) from the one-nuclear cells LIP is mostly transported out by the protein called ferroportin (Fpn). If the
concentration of the serum iron in the human body is high, the iron from the one-nuclear cells LIP is mostly transported out
into the ferritin, which acts as the human body iron storage [21].
The erythroid precursors (preerythrocytes) and the red blood cells are other cells, apart from the one-nuclear cells,
involved in the body iron homeostasis. In case of these cells, the majority of iron which enters them is transported into
mitochondria for the heme synthesis. This phenomenon increases especially due to anemia, when the serum red blood
cells and serum iron concentrations are insufficient for the proper function of the human body. In this case synthesis of
erythropoietin (EPO), the hormone produced by the kidneys is increased to enhance the erythrocytes production. The red
blood cells live in the human body about 120 days and after that period of time they are phagocytosed by the one-nuclear
cells. These cells are responsible for the recirculation of the iron derived from the effete red cells so that it may enter the
circulation, bind to the Tf, and be transported to the bone marrow for the red blood cells production [26].
The body iron metabolism is changing under the influence of the inflammatory process. It is generally thought that the
inflammation alters the one-nuclear cells iron homeostasis, resulting in an increased iron retention and a reduced iron
release, thus giving rise to the low iron concentration and anemia, although in the latter event defects in the red blood cells
production may be also involved [1].
A protein whose production is modulated in response to the inflammation, the anemia and the hypoxia is the hepcidin
[15]. Recently, it has been found that this protein regulates the cellular iron efflux by binding it to the Fpn [2,14]. In the
latter phenomenon of inflammatory-induced hepcidin expression, causing an Fpn degradation might account for the iron
sequestration within the one-nuclear cells. The influence of the inflammatory process on the human body iron homeostasis
what has been described in detail in [4]. In a recently suggested model, for the regulation of the hepcidin expression, the
hepatocyte surface HFE (the hemochromatosis protein) competes with the HoloTf(Fe3+) for the binding with TfR1, which is
the transferrin receptor-2 (TfR2) competitor [14]. The unbound surface of the HFE and a higher concentration of Tf(Fe3+)-
TfR2 complexwere proposed to increase the hepcidin expression and its release. According to thismodel, the iron deficiency
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would lead to a decrease of the circulating Tf(Fe3+) and an increase of the number of free surface TfR1s, resulting in a lower
concentration of the Tf(Fe3+)-TfR2 complex and the decreased fraction of the free surface of the HFE. The main part of the
human body iron homeostasis process has been described in more detail in [3].
3. Petri net models
In this section an introduction to Petri nets is given firstly by a short repetition of some basic definitions of Petri nets. For
a more detailed introduction see [25] or [31], respectively. Afterwards a variant of Petri nets where some information about
time dependencies in the modeled process are taken into account is presented.
3.1. Definitions
Petri nets are bipartite digraphs, i.e. they consist of two disjoint sets of nodes and directed arcs connecting only nodes of
different sets. One set of nodes is called the placeswhich typicallymodel the passive components of the system as conditions
or biological compounds which are represented by circles. The fulfillment of a condition or the presence of a compound,
respectively, is indicated by tokens residing in places. Generally, each place in a discrete Petri netmay carry any non-negative
integer number of tokens. To restrict the number of tokens at a place it can get a capacity which then is an integer limit of
the token number which cannot be exceeded.
The other set of nodes is given by the transitions representing the active systemelements as events or biological reactions.
In graphical representations transitions are depicted as rectangles.
More formally, a Petri net is a 5-tuple [36] N = (P, T , I,O,M0), where:
• P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} is a finite set of places,• T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a finite set of transitions, P ∪ T 6= ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅,• I : (P × T )→ N is an input function that defines directed arcs from places to transitions,
• O : (T × P)→ N is an output function that defines directed arcs from transitions to places and
• M0 : P → N is the initial marking.
The arcs indicate the relation between the active and the passive system components. Generally, Petri nets are
multigraphs. The parallel arcs of amultigraph can bemodeled by arc weights in a graph – see the input and output functions
above – but here we only refer to ordinary nets, i.e. all arcs are weighted with one. Depending on the arc direction the
adjacent places of a transition are discriminated as its pre- and post-places. If all of its pre-places are sufficientlymarkedwith
tokens a transition is enabled to fire. With its firing it removes a token from each pre-place and puts one at each of its post-
places. Thus, the tokens are the dynamic element of the Petri net. Generally, their number in the net is not conserved since
the number of a transition’s pre-places has not to be equal to the number of its post-places. If a pre-place has to be marked
with tokens but with a firing of its adjacent transition any token is not removed from the place, these nodes (i.e. the place
and the transition) are connected via two converse arcs. They are depicted as bidirectional arrows and are called read arcs.
As named above M0 : P → N defines the initial marking of the net, i.e. the distribution of the tokens over all places
characterizing the current state of the system. The initial marking is given before any transitions have fired and it defines
the system state assumed to be the physiologically normal one (in the case of the considered biochemical system). The
set of reachable markings consists of all markings which are reachable from the initial marking by the successive firing of a
transitions sequence. The reachability graph of a Petri net contains all reachablemarkings as nodes. A directed arc connecting
such nodes indicates that one of the corresponding markings may be transformed into another one by firing of a transition.
In this way each arc in the reachability graph corresponds to a transition. The reachability graph of an unbounded net is
infinite. A net is bounded if there exists an upper bound of the token number for all places in all states of the net. If a net is
bounded in every initial marking it is called structurally bounded.
A transition is called dead in a state if no marking is reachable anymore to enable this transition to fire. A transition is
live in a given marking if it is not dead in any reachable marking. A net is live if all transitions in the initial marking are live.
A state of the net is dead if no transition can fire anymore. Based on the reachability graph some dynamic net properties like
liveness and reversibility can be decided. A net is reversible, i.e. resetable, if the initial marking can be reached again from
any reachable marking of the net.
The net’s incidence matrix C is an (m× n)-matrix, where each entry cij states the token change on the place pi by firing
of the transition tj, i.e. cij = O(tj, pi)− I(pi, tj), see the input and output functions above. Using this matrix, a p-invariant is
defined by a vector y ∈ Nm satisfying the equation
y · C = 0. (1)
The invariant entries which are unequal to zero define the support of the invariant, denoted for invariant y as supp(y). For a
p-invariant it indicates which places are contained in this invariant.
A t-invariant is defined by a vector x ∈ Nn satisfying the equation
C · x = 0. (2)
An invariant is called minimal if it does not contain any other invariant by its support and if the greatest common divisor
of all its support entries is one. A net is covered by t-invariants (p-invariants) if each transition (place) is contained in an
invariant.
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A trap is a set of places, whose all output transitions are also input transitions of that set. A trap is maximal if it is not a
proper subnet of any other trap. A deadlock is a non-empty set of places,whose all input transitions are also output transitions
of that set. A deadlock is minimal if it does not properly contain any other deadlock.
In graphical representations the construct of logical nodes avoids an immoderate arc crossing. If a node is defined as being
a logical one, it is identified with every other logical node with the same name and hence these nodes have the same ID. A
logical node may occur in different copies in the model being logically identical.
3.2. Time dependent models
In order to model some time dependencies of the body iron homeostasis process the Petri nets have been extended by
adding a time interval to each place (cf. [8]). Such a net will be called deterministic interval timed places Petri net (DITPPN).
In our model a time interval [τi, τ ′i ] is associated with each place pi. It means a token has to stay at place pi not less than
τi and not more than τ ′i units of time before it can be removed from that place. Only after that time the token is available.
In other words, the token has to stay at place pi for some time before it will be able to flow to its post-transition. This time
is not given as a single value. Instead, an interval containing the actual value of this time (which is not a priori known) is
given. It should be emphasized that after time τ ′i (which is measured relative to the time when the token arrived at place
pi) the token may, but not has to flow to the post-transition. The token will flow when the tokens from other pre-places of
the transition will be also available.
In the concept of classical time Petri nets a time interval [τi, τ ′i ] is associated with each place pi. Let us consider a token
which is put on place pi at time t . As in our concept the token is not available before t + τi. But in a time Petri net the token
has to be removed before t+ τ ′i otherwise it will be a wasted object and called a dead token which cannot be used anymore.
So, the sojourn in some state of a time Petri net must have a value between the minimal and the maximal value.
In the concept of timed Petri nets to each place pi a duration di is assigned. Each token has to remain at least di time units at
place pi before it is available. Obviously, a timed Petri net with given durations di can be transformed into a time Petri net by
associating the interval [di,∞] to eachplace. For further information about the concepts of time and timedPetri nets see [11].
Each place in a DITPPN models a certain possible action or process, for instance a data processing or a message
transmission. It can be considered as a condition which must be fulfilled in order to start some biochemical reaction. The
duration of that processing or transmission is described by the interval [τ , τ ′]. The interval bounds are non-negative real
numbers.
The meaning of the time intervals is as follows. After the start of a processing or a transmission (or some biochemical
process) which is modeled by the arrival of a token to the place, the end of the processing or the transmission occurs not
earlier than at time τ and not later than at time τ ′.
The token may be removed from a place by the firing of its post-transition only. It means that when the transition does
not fire the token stays in its pre-place waiting for conditions allowing its ‘consumption’, i.e. firing the transition. From this
follows that the token can stay in the place after time τ ′ (i.e. the right bound of the interval) waiting for firing its post-
transition.
When two places p1 and p2 with the associated intervals [τ1, τ ′1] and [τ2, τ ′2], respectively, support the firing of a
transition, then the firing time of this transition falls into the interval [max{τ1, τ2},max{τ ′1, τ ′2}] (if we assume that the
tokens arrived to these places at time t = 0). When one of the processes supporting an event ends earlier, the outcome
(result) of this process waits for the outcome of the second process, and when the second process ends its execution, then
the event immediately occurs (in themodel it is expressed by the firing of a transition). If both processes end their execution
at the same time then the transition is fired immediately.
When the transition fires in a given time interval (depending on the time intervals of its pre-places) then the remaining
firing times of other transitions in the net should be recalculated, taking into account the actual firing time of the transition
which has just fired.
The deterministic interval timed places Petri net (DITPPN) can be formally defined as a 6-tuple (P, T , I,O,M0, Fτ ), where
• (P, T , I,O,M0) is a Petri net, and
• Fτ : P → [R+ ∪ {0},R+ ∪ {0}] is a function which associates places with deterministic time intervals.
The rules of DITPPN need a bit more explanations. It should be noticed that the firing of a transition is an atomic action.
After the firing the tokens are removed from its pre-places and put at its post-places. The firing only may occur if the
transition is enabled. The transition is enabled, if all its pre-places possess the required number of tokens and all times
associated with tokens have been expired (which means that in the case of each pre-place the token is present in it for at
least τ time units, where τ is the left bound of the time interval associated with the place).
In general, time intervals are associatedwith places, however itmeans further, that time intervalsmay be associatedwith
tokens. Let us consider for example a channel inwhichwe have two instances of the samemessage, e.g. an acknowledgment.
Both of them may have initially the same interval associated. However, after some steps of a Petri net execution, both
intervals may differ, because the first token participates in the Petri net execution, but the second one does not yet.
Let us assume that there is a transition t1with twopre-places p1 and p2 and one post-place p3. The time interval associated
with p1 is [τ1, τ ′1] and the interval associatedwith p2 is [τ2, τ ′2]. Itmeans that transition t1will fire in the relative time interval[max{τ1, τ2},max{τ ′1, τ ′2}]. So, in this interval a token flows into the post-place p3.
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Fig. 1. An example of a simple DITPPN.
Fig. 2. The polygons corresponding to the time interval of firing the transition ty from Fig. 1. The light-grey polygon corresponds to the place pl, and the
dark-grey one corresponds to the pk (note that the dark one is ‘‘included’’ in the light one). Since the transition tx fires in the time interval [6, 10] (denoted
in the x-axis) the places pk and pl receive tokens in this interval. Place pk has to keep a token between 3 and 6 time units. Similarly, place pl releases its
token in time interval [2, 8] relative to the time of receiving it. Hence, transition ty fires in the time interval [9, 18].
The time of the firing of transition t1 is selected from the interval [max{τ1, τ2},max{τ ′1, τ ′2}]. These times are not specified
by a probability distribution. The only values which are specified are lower and upper bounds of the interval.
Let us note that during the evolution of the systemboth the entry time to a state and the exit time from the state are in the
form of intervals. It means that if the state of a system is described using a Cartesian coordinate system inwhich the abscissa
denotes the entry time to a state and the ordinate denotes the exit time from the state, then the time of the occurrence of
an event is of the form of a polygon [8,9]. This observation is a basis of an analysis method which can be applied to the
DITPPNs. The main idea of the method is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In the first of them a simple net is shown. In this net the
transition tx fires in time interval [max{5, 6},max{8, 10}] = [6, 10] (here it is assumed that the entry times of the tokens
to the pre-places of transition tx are equal to the time when the analysis of the system starts, but in general each time is
relative). Hence, the places pk and pl receives their tokens in the same interval (it should be emphasized that the exact times
of the token receiving by these places is impossible to determine in advance, hence these times have to be described by the
intervals). Then the transition ty fires in the time interval [max{2, 3},max{6, 8}] = [3, 8], but this is an interval of relative
time. In order to obtain an absolute time interval its bounds should be increased by adding the bounds of the time interval
which describes the time, when the transition tx fires, i.e. [6, 10]. As a result an interval [3+6, 8+10] = [9, 18] is obtained
(see Fig. 2).
4. Results and discussion
In the following, the time dependent Petri net model of the human body iron homeostasis is introduced. Afterwards,
some analysis results are presented which verify the net’s structure.
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Fig. 3. The Petri net modeling the processes of human body iron homeostasis. Time labeling of the nodes is encoded in different colors. The durations of
the different time intervals is given in Table 2.
4.1. The time dependent model of the human body iron homeostasis
The model of the body iron homeostasis process presented in this paper is an extension of the core of the model
introduced and analyzed in [3,5,4]. In the model each biochemical reaction is described by a transition and conditions
necessary to start such a reaction correspond to some places of the Petri net. However, in that model any information of
time dependencies between its components is not included. In the extension presented here this information is modeled by
time intervals associated with places. They should be interpreted as periods of time during which a particular biochemical
condition associated with a given place has to be fulfilled in order to enable some reaction modeled by its post-transition.
More precisely, the left bound of such an interval corresponds to theminimal time duringwhich some biochemical condition
has to be fulfilled, while the right bound corresponds to the maximal required time of the fulfillment. After that time the
token is available for the post-transitions firing but it may also stay there longer.
The above explained approach of analyzing the DITPPN with a time polygon based method requires the examination of
the systems states. Therefore, it makes sense to restrict the state space of the model. The former model, discussed in [3,5,
4], is an unbounded one, i.e. its state space is infinite. According to that, one main goal of the model refinement is to restrict
the systems state space to arrive at a finite one without splitting too much of the former model that means to keep as much
of its verified biological features as possible. The structural and dynamic properties of the new Petri net model as well as its
time extensions are presented in the next section. The newmodel is graphically presented in Fig. 3. Its transitions and places
are listed in Tables 1 and 3, respectively. Since the exact time dependencies between the components of the homeostasis
process are not known, in the model five different time intervals approximating the actual values have been used. They are
listed in Table 2.
The place p5, erythrocyte, is assigned with the interval very long since it is known that the erythrocytes are endocytosed
in the one-nuclear cells after 100–120 days. Since it is biologically more intuitive to assign time intervals to the reactions,
i.e. transitions, we first assign time intervals to these and based on that, the places’ time intervals are derived depending on
the duration of their adjacent transitions (compare Tables 1 and 3, respectively).
4.2. Analysis of the model without time
To verify the structure of themodel aswell as its qualitative behavior independent of time, the Petri net firstly is analyzed
without the extension of the time intervals. This analysis is performed according to the approach applied in [5]. There, the
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Table 1
The 23 transitions of the model are listed with their IDs and their names. The right column contains the assigned time interval of the transitions. A
specification of the intervals is given in Table 2.
ID Name Time interval
0 Increasing low Fe level Long
1 Increasing medium Fe level Long
2 Endocytosis in preerythrocyte(RME)(TfR1) Medium
3 Erythrocyte synthesis Long
4 Phagocythosis in one-nuclear cell Medium
5 Endocytosis in one-nuclear cell (RME)(TfR1) Medium
6 Transport out of one-nuclear cell Medium
7 Hepcidin increase(expressed in liver) Short
8 (Fe2+) release Medium
9 Store(Apoferritin)(IRP) Medium
10 Fpn increase Short
11 Fpn decrease/inhibition Short
12 Erythrocyte synthesis Long
13 Signal EPO synth in kidney Short
14 Hepcidin inhibition Short
15 Regeneration Long
16 Inflammation process Long
17 TfR1 inhibition(RNAdegradation via IRP) Short
18 TfR1 synthesis(RNAstabilisation via IRP) Short
19 Binding Tf Very short
20 Binding Tf Very short
21 Tf(Fe3+)+TfR2 Short
22 Hepcidin increase(expressed in liver) Short
Table 2
The specification of the time intervals assigned to the nodes of the model.
Abbr. Interval Time duration
vs Very short [0 s; 30 s]
s Short [1 min; 5 min]
m Medium [2 h; 5 h]
l Long [2 days; 5 days]
vl Very long [100 days; 120 days]
Table 3
The 22 places of the model are listed with their IDs and their names. The middle columns name their pre- and post-transitions whose assigned intervals
are given as abbreviations in brackets. The right column contains the assigned time interval (cf. Table 2) of the places; if they are not unambiguous given
by the intervals of their adjacent transitions they are written in quotation marks. For each logical place the superscript number n names the number of
copies of this places in Fig. 3. The subscript numbers n indicate how many tokens a place carries in the initial marking.
ID Name Adjacent transitions Time interval
Pre-transitions Post-transitions
0 Fe serum high3 1 (l), 9 (m), 17 (s) 9 (m), 17 (s), 19 (vs) ‘‘Medium’’
1 Fe serum medium21 0 (l), 3 (l), 19 (vs) 1 (l), 3 (l), 20 (vs) ‘‘Medium’’
2 Fe serum low5 6 (m), 8 (m), 13 (s), 18 (s), 20 (vs) 0 (l), 6 (m), 8 (m), 13 (s), 18 (s) ‘‘Medium’’
3 Tf(Fe3+)1 19 (vs), 20 (vs) 2 (m), 5 (m), 21 (s) ‘‘Medium’’
4 Hem(Fe2+) 2 (m) 3 (l), 12 (l) ‘‘Long’’
5 Erythrocyte 3 (l), 12 (l) 4 (m) Very long
6 LIP3 4 (m), 5 (m), 8 (m) 6 (m), 9 (m) Medium
7 TfR131 2 (m), 5(m), 18(s) 2 (m), 5 (m), 17 (s) ‘‘Medium’’
8 Less hepcidin1 14 (s) 7 (s), 22 (s) Short
9 Much hepcidin 7 (s), 22 (s) 14 (s) Short
10 Inflammation 7 (s), 16 (l) 7 (s), 15 (l) ‘‘Medium’’
11 (Fe3+) Ferritin 9 (m) 8 (m) Medium
12 Much Fpn21 6 (m), 10 (s) 6 (m), 11 (s) ‘‘Medium’’
13 Much EPO3 13 (s) 12 (l), 14 (s) ‘‘Short’’
14 No inflammation21 8 (m), 15 (l) 8 (m), 16 (l) ‘‘Long’’
15 Less TfR1 17 (s) 18 (s) Short
16 Positive Fpn Signal 14 (s) 10 (s) Short
17 Negative Fpn Signal 7 (s), 22 (s) 11 (s) Short
18 Less Fpn 11 (s) 10 (s) Short
19 TfR22 17 (s) 21 (s) Short
20 Free HFE2 21 (s) 22 (s) Short
21 Fe3+ in serum31 6 (m), 21 (s) 0 (l), 1 (l) ‘‘Long’’
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Table 4
The minimal p-invariants of the model. Place p0 in the third invariant is marked with a superscript 2 . This is the only entry of the minimal p-invariants
which is unequal to one, i.e. here it is two.
p-invariant Places Biological meaning
1 0, 1, 2 Iron level in serum
2 8, 9 Hepcidin level
3 02 , 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 21 Iron pathway through erythrocyte and one-nuclear cell
4 12, 18 Fpn level
5 10, 14 State of inflammation
6 7, 15 TfR1 level
Table 5
In themodel used read arcs cause the processing of the t-invariants. These ones containing transitions of the right column (these are connectedwith empty
places via read arcs in the net) without containing the transitions on the left-hand side have to be merged to t-invariants containing the transitions of the
left column.
Transitions providing tokens Transitions requiring tokens
1 9, 17
16 7
20 6, 8, 13, 18
model is presented and analyzed which serves as a basis of the model presented here. During the development of this
current model all structural properties are kept. That means the Petri net is ordinary and also homogeneous, it is not pure,
not conservative and not statically conflict-free. It is neither bounded nor structurally bounded. As discussed below in detail,
the model is covered with t-invariants but not with p-invariants. It has six minimal p-invariants which are exactly the six
minimal deadlocks of the net. The net holds the deadlock-trap-property. This means the maximal trap in each minimal
deadlock is sufficiently marked, i.e. it contains a place which carries sufficiently many tokens, so that all its post-transitions
may fire. Therefore, the net has no dead reachable states [34]. To the contrary to the former model, the new one is not only
connected but also strongly connected since the ways of iron uptake are not taken into account anymore.
4.2.1. Invariant analysis
Over the places of a p-invariant the weighted sum of tokens is constant independently of any transitions firing, see Eq.
(1). Therefore, the minimal p-invariants are applied in metabolic networks as substrate conservations [38]. In the model
presented in this paper the minimal p-invariants are used as a kind of switcher indicating e.g. different concentration levels
of the represented species.
The net contains six minimal p-invariants listed in Table 4, where the right column contains their biochemical meaning.
To ensure that the p-invariants contribute to the net behavior, each of them carries a token in the initial marking, see
the subscript numbers in Table 3. Apart from the third listed one, all minimal p-invariants contain exactly one token and
explicitly represent a kind of switcher embedded as a subnet in the model. The third minimal p-invariant contains more
than one token. Over its places there circulates the weighted sum of three tokens. As marked in Table 4, a token at place p0
is weighted by the factor 2. Considering Fig. 3 this is comprehensible. Thus, the places of that invariant carry three tokens
already in the initial marking. All the tokens in the initial marking are put into the net in the way that the corresponding
marked places represent an inactive state, respectively the initial marking represents the system state being assumed to be
the physiologically normal one.
Each minimal t-invariant, see Eq. (2), gives a multiset of transitions whose common firing reproduces a marking.
Considering the initial marking, they provide flows through the net leading again to this marking. Thus, the t-invariants
stand for crucial sub-processes in the homeostasis process modeled by the net. In [19] the minimal t-invariants are named
to represent the basic behavior of the system.
The model is covered by its eleven minimal t-invariants. Some read arcs are used in the model and cannot be realized
in the incidence matrix as node connections. Therefore, they are not taken into account in the incidence matrix based
calculation of the t-invariants. Generally, there are approaches dealing with non-pure nets, e.g. [23] proposes a net
transformation of non-pure nets into pure ones. This transformation refers to subnets in which a transition is connected
to a pre-place which is also a post-place but the arcs of these connections are differently weighted. In contrary to that, our
model is ordinary, i.e. also the arcs of the loops are equally weighted with 1.
Thus, we process the minimal t-invariants to get some feasible ones. The feasibility of the t-invariants is a necessary
criterion for their realizability in the initial marking. According to [32] the procedure is as follows. During the processing
those t-invariants are searched which contain transitions connected with an empty place via a read arc without containing
transitionswhich provide tokens on that place. These found t-invariants aremergedwith such ones providing thementioned
tokens. Table 5 names the corresponding transitions. The processing provides 22 feasible t-invariants presented in Table 6.
Transitions which occur only in the same feasible t-invariants build a so-called maximal common transition set, i.e. MCT-
set [32], see Table 7, with its own biological meaning. To improve the overview over the feasible t-invariants in order to
check their biological meaning, the feasible t-invariants are clustered according to their contained transitions [28]. Firstly,
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Table 6
The 22 feasible t-invariants transitions of the model. Table 7 lists which transitions are contained in the MCT-sets.
No. Involved transitions No. Involved transitions
Single transitions MCT-sets Single transitions MCT-sets
1 – 6 12 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
2 12, 13, 1, 3 13 3, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 4
3 3 1, 3 14 5, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 4
4 5 1 15 3, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
5 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 16 5, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
6 3, 12, 13 1, 2, 3 17 3, 5, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 4
7 5, 12, 13 1, 2, 3 18 3, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
8 3, 13 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 19 3, 5, 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
9 5, 13 1, 2, 5, 7 20 5, 13 1, 2, 4, 5, 7
10 3, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 21 3, 7, 13 1, 3, 5, 6
11 5, 12, 13 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 22 5, 7, 13 1, 5, 6
Table 7
The MCT-sets of the model. The transitions building one of these sets occur only in form of that set in the feasible t-invariants. Therefore, the MCT-sets
represent some biologically meaningful functional units, see the right column.
MCT-sets Contained transitions Biological meaning
1 0, 6, 20 Low iron level caused iron release from LIP
2 1, 19 High iron level
3 2, 4 Iron pathway through erythrocyte
4 8, 9 Iron store
5 10, 11, 14 Fpn regulation, hepcidin increase caused by EPO
6 15, 16 Inflammatory and regeneration process
7 17, 18, 21, 22 TfR1 and TfR2 regulation with increasing of free HFE
Table 8
The 22 feasible t-invariants of the model clustered by UPGMA (70%). The two columns on the right-hand list the processes contained in the clusters, split
into occurring MCT-sets and single transitions. The integers in brackets indicate with which percentage this process is contained in the cluster’s invariants.
No specificationmeans 100% occurrence of the corresponding transition(-s) in the cluster. The column to the left of this gives the total number of invariants
in the cluster.
Cluster no. No. of invariants Contained processes
MCT-sets Single transitions
1 2 1, 3(50), 5, 6 3(50), 5(50), 7, 13
2 11 1, 2, 3(82), 4(55), 5, 7 3(45), 5(45), 12(55), 13
3 1 1 5
4 1 1, 3 3
5 5 1, 2, 3, 4(60) 3(60), 5(60), 12, 13
6 1 1, 3 12, 13
7 1 6 –
the distancematrixD for the t-invariants is calculated. In our approachwe consider the distancematrix based on the feasible
t-invariants. According to [16] the distance measure dij for two feasible t-invariants xi and xj is defined as dij = 1− s(xi, xj)
where the similarity measure s(xi, xj) is the Tanimoto coefficient, i.e. for two t-invariants xi, xj it satisfies the equation [6]:
s(xi, xj) =
∣∣supp(xi) ∩ supp(xj)∣∣∣∣supp(xi) ∪ supp(xj)∣∣ . (3)
Using the distance matrix, the feasible t-invariants are clustered. For that purpose the UPGMA approach is a proper
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm: in each iteration the two most similar clusters are merged. Here, the
distance ∆kl between two clusters Ck and Cl is given by the average distance of all possible pairs of their invariants, i.e. the
distance is given by the equation
∆kl = 1|Ck| · |Cl| ·
∑
xi∈Ck,xj∈Cl
dij. (4)
Generally, the algorithm terminates when all clusters are joined in one cluster.
In the following the clusters for the model are presented with an accordance of 70% within a cluster. This provides seven
clusters, listed in Table 8 and shown in Fig. 4 (produced by means of [37]).
The clusters 1 to 7 all contain MCT-set 1 representing an iron release from the LIP. The first two clusters contain an Fpn
regulation (MCT-set 5) and an EPO increase (transition t13). The last-mentioned process is additionally contained in the
clusters 5 and 6, in which the increased EPO level supports the erythrocyte synthesis (transition t12). The TfR is regulated
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Fig. 4. The 22 feasible t-invariants built seven UPGMA based clusters with an accordance of 70% within each cluster. For more information see Table 8.
This figure was produced using [37].
Table 9
The places of the model with their assigned capacities.
Place ID Capacity Place ID Capacity
0 1 11 3
1 1 12 1
2 1 13 2
3 3 14 1
4 3 15 1
5 3 16 2
6 3 17 2
7 1 18 1
8 1 19 2
9 1 20 2
10 1 21 3
(MCT-set 7) only in cluster 2. The clusters 2 and 5 are the only ones including a high iron level in serum (MCT-set 2) and in
some of their t-invariants a storage of iron by means of Ferritin (MCT-set 4).
All clusters 4 to 6 and several t-invariants of the clusters 1 and 2 contain the iron pathway through an erythrocyte (MCT-
set 3). Accordingly, some of them contain an EPO independent erythrocyte synthesis (transition t3), especially those of them
which do not include an EPO supported synthesis (see above). All t-invariants of cluster 3 and some of the clusters 1, 2 and
5 comprise an iron transport directly in the one-nuclear cell (transition t5).
Cluster 7 consists only of the inflammatory and the regeneration process (MCT-set 6). Apart from this cluster, these
processes are also contained in cluster 1 which thus is the only one containing an inflammation caused hepcidin regulation
(transition t7).
All these clusters are biologically meaningful. It should be also noticed that the applied reductionmethod based onMCT-
sets and clustering is a general approach and can be applied also for much larger nets, where the reduction should be more
significant (cf. [5]).
4.2.2. Bounded model
Asmentioned above the timepolygon analysis approach is based on the systemstates. Therefore, itmakes sense to restrict
the state space. But as above mentioned the model in the former form is unbounded. To restrict the number of reachable
states a special capacity is assigned to each place, i.e. the place cannot carrymore than an assigned integer number of tokens.
Table 9 contains the places and their capacities. All places contained inminimal p-invariants which use as a kind of switcher
only one token circulating between the places of the invariant get a capacity of one. The remaining places of the minimal
p-invariant 3 of Table 4 each gets a capacity of three since three tokens are circulating in that p-invariant. For convenience
a capacity of two is assigned to all remaining places. That should be large enough not to restrict the net dynamics but small
enough not to produce too many states, i.e. nodes in the reachability graph.
After introducing these capacities the Petri net is bounded. Thus, it is possible to calculate the reachability graph and
based on this decide some dynamic properties of the net including these capacities.
The net is not covered by p-invariants and hence it is not structurally bounded. The model has no dead transitions in
the initial marking and no dead reachable states. The net is live. Its reachability graph is strongly connected and thus the
net is reversible. Summarizing those dynamic net properties, the system is able to return from every reachable marking to
the initial one, that means that the physiologically normal system state can be recreated, the goal of the iron homeostasis
process. There is no modeling error which could cause an unintended interruption of the processes since the net is live.
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5. Conclusions
In the paper a time dependent Petri net based model of the human body iron homeostasis process has been presented. It
is an extension of the recently proposed model of that important biochemical process. The extension includes time features
of the iron homeostasis. This is an important addition since some of the time dependencies existing within the process
(i.e. between some components of it) may be crucial for understanding this phenomenon. We have included time intervals
to places since the exact durations which are needed in real life to enable a reaction to take place are not known. For that
purpose we have introduced a new variant of time depending Petri nets, the DITPPN. An analysis of a DITPPN including the
time information is very complex. Thus, we present a time independent analysis which verifies the structural net properties
as well as the net behavior without taking into account the time. Furthermore, we present a possible way of analyzing the
time properties with the polygon based method. Until now, a complete analysis based on this approach is still inefficient.
But an improvement of this approach is a subject of our future research.
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